
Session 1: Topic 1:


Non-beam reconstruction and analysis

Wes Ketchum was connected via ReadyTalk
Local was Adam Lyon, Dave Schmidt, Amir Farbin, Alex Himmel and Erica Snider. Mark Thomson came a bit later.
Facilitated by Erica.

Should we first list the physics?
Supernova and proton decay are headline for DUNE
Atmosphyeric neutrinos, solar might be possible
Exotic (dark matter)
If can see atmospheric neutrino you can look for dark matter base on SuperK experience
Should Include Argon 39 removal (radiological source) also Radon
     understand how to handle it
Must consider that supernova is the most difficult thing for Dune. Would possibly require an online trigger.

Things that are background to proton-decay are simpler than things that look like supernova. Supernova creates ‘crummy little stubs’ which don’t look like much. Could be 2-3 wires in length. But would see many of them in coincidence. Trigger on the few 30MeV events and then look back in time for 5 MeV events. The key is the come within a narrow window of time. Need to recognize quickly that supernova happened so can start taking non-zero suppressed data.
May need online fast reconstruction for triggering. For non-beam signals. This is for DUNE.

Have an online data format that is ready to be handled by the offline software. Might not be a data format but instead taken from artDAQ? Prefer not to have a translation step between DAQ and LArSoft. Have to be able to unpack this might be costly. Need to be able to read the online format from LArSoft.

Lariat needed to be able to ‘shuffle around’ data. This could be related to  ‘stitch’, ‘split’, merge, overlay Events(?).

Need to handle continuous data. Goal from 35T is to run continuous online. Need to ‘stitch’ and ‘split’ because of this. LArSoft needs to be able to deal with this. art breaks events into time windows. Need to be able to get data before and after that.

Need event picks facility in case where supernova to see (from external triggers).  Need file catalog which can get file and then look into the file based on a unique ID to find an event of interest. The identifier might just be time if from astronomers.

Handling non-synchronous data from other ‘sub’ detectors. Have to be able to associated those to ‘events’.

The idea of an HLT (High Level Trigger) for DUNE is not yet fleshed out.

For supernova you need to deal with lots of data for a short period of time. Have a non-zero suppressed dump of the data while it is happening. If 30sec to 1 minute would be enormous amount of data.

DUNE is a big detector. The representation of electric field etc could be huge for DUNE. Need facility to have a compact representation. This could push one to need threading to share memory.

Tracking done APA by APA and then stitched together. This avoids memory problem. NOVA is having problem getting offsite resources because of memory. Request to handle ‘multi-core’ to share memory in LArSoft. Should think if we are going to migrate to multi-thread LArSoft then should already give proper guidelines for this. Would like to have code automatically checked.

Everything on surface has to worry about cosmic removal. That is key, plus the radiologicals. They introduce space-charge. May need to be able to handle this online but to do that need to know how to do if offline. Requirement for the cosmic removal needs to be able to ‘slice up’ an event. Split it into ‘parts’ and then only look at the part of the. Want event model to be flexible to be able to only look at the parts of the ‘event’ you care about. Might not be simultaneous in time together. Different between slicing event and to filtering objects in the event. Be able to slice in a ‘fuzzy’ way to go back and pickup something else. Talked about ‘filtering’ on reconstructed objects at the LHC in order to look at times ‘region’.

Would like to treat the supernova neutrino interaction as its own ‘event’.

Auxilliary detectors or run non-liquid argon detectors to ‘merge’ in that data to then reconstruct along with LAr data. Even the photon system is a non-LAr detectors. Wasn’t discussed this morning.

Simulation requirements for non-beam. Some subtlety to overlay radioactive backgrounds. Need to be able to interface to event generators. E.g. Cry, corsica. Ones are still being developed such as super nova. Proton-decay.
Honda and one that Minos used. Atmospheric nu.

[We had a polycom failure which refused to update the display]

External generates want to accept both singles and one for a time-window. Difference between individual supernova ‘event’ and an entire burst.

Also radiological generators for MC.

Precision on timing. Might be more on electronics than software.

Atmospheric and solar need to be able to have time-dependent analyses. Need also to have ‘time’ dependent MC and data analysis. Can be tricky. Some analyses can use ‘coarse’ understanding of the ‘time’ while others might need to have fairly accurate idea of time. (E.g. solar cycle).

Want to be able to take data ‘noise’ from the detector and superimpose MC. That could be a data handling difficulty since the noise data could be quite large. This is a computing model difficulty. Handling pileup at the LHC for MC has been difficult and put requirements on the software.

LArSoft for the near detector. Do we want the same framework for both near and far? This is a question for DUNE? Since may have to merge the data for both. Sharing frameworks for both also allows people to move from one to the other group. Requirement from DUNE is to be able to use framework for both near and far. That could be ‘art’ instead of LArSoft.

There was some questions about LArLite and LArSoft speeds. Had some discussion about history of LArLite. Fundamental there is no reason LArSoft can’t give the same ability as LArLite. There is a definite sense that should only have production done in one framework.
Difference between colliders and here is here ‘analysis’ is what collider would think of as more reconstruction. In neutrino world seems more likely they will run reconstruction. PIDs will use more low level information for analysis. Might want to change clustering. The line between reconstruction and analysis is very fuzzy ‘here’.

Need analysis outputs to make this work easier. Either need to read framework file in bare-root or easy way to make ntuples. As you get further and further from ‘reconstruction’ you want to be able to give something simple to do fits. Talk about ‘standard ntuple’ maker. This really depends on how each experiments wants to do its analysis. If there is a utility that extracts this (e.g. give a list of data products) will then create an ntuple. Talk about how the same name could be ‘enforced’ across all experiments. This was decide it is desirable.

Want to be able to run ‘solo’ parts of events with only part of the geometry. Want to run the reconstruction parts separately based on sub-detectors. Some idea that the geometry might be shared in common and concern that it might keep one from doing it on a sub-detector base (?). Others thought this would work fine already. Use case is when developing photon detector you don’t want to have simulate and reconstruct the other parts of the detector. So this is a requirement on how to compose the software to avoid tight coupling.

Basically only talked about DUNE. The stitching and slicing is important for other experiments (I didn’t catch which one).

How does the software handle have multiple APA’s and multiple drift regions. Have to deal with that in LArSoft. High voltage cathode in middle with APAs on either side. Don’t know how reconstruction typically would work. Would it be defined as separate TPCs and then stitch them together? This is a challenge if have a vertex right near a boundary(?). Requirements are to handle multiple TPCs. But more complicated since some wires are shared. Handle multiple ‘compartments’ in the detector which can be handled separately. Would like to be able to handle this as one detector but doing it compartment by compartment might make it faster(?). Not going to put all the hits in one go since the software will grind to a halt. Would identify regions of interest and then handle them as one area.  Instead of requiring ‘iterative algorithms’ or ‘store intermediate results and read back’ we said the requirements was ‘want to be able to handle the detector as a whole and if that is not possible to be able to deal with regions at a time’ (?)

Might need different compression based on what kind of ‘events’. I.e. Supernova could be different than regular beam.

Could you handle when only ‘part’ of the detector is ‘live’? I.e. part of the detector is calibrated and a supernova comes and you want to read out the other parts of the events. Be able to extract data from a ‘non clean’ trigger if one requires it. From SuperK there are calibration events which normally are marked as ‘not good’ for most analysis but still ‘useable’ for supernova.

Requirement that if an event is taking too long to run you need to ‘abort’ it but make sure it is saved.
